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Celistic - (from celestial (3stromomical) — This name of star 

system, with a considerable quantitg of planetary systems 

suitable for human life. It is named because of a star mamed 

Celistic which is the centre of spherical star system. 

After the loss of their home solar system, the human race 

set out to find 3 mew home. After many years of wanderinos, 

some of them reached a new system. Theu discovered 

cultivated mew planets, built houses there and estab 

trading relations. They gained mop or 8 quie 

peopl = (= their new hor -elistic 

each planet had its own mame -g انته < 5 vere callec 

after the names of their mew | mes Drosp ou 

planets were Lamar = Suphe. niy a military 

course of develop , While Syphe a pea Ful vet 

with its people Ig scientific research. The ° the 

planets did no have any prominent char -te cur they 

all develop their own we 

To ensure freedom and order, loca! i D gi 

the Celistic Council with members aresenřitr eg 2 

planets. In LZ J Army of Celisti th s C O ch 

of the srformed law € 2 K 21 + 1crions. 

Lama vs 5 and dreamed of getting 

their s ami i m > pescefui Syphes did 

¡Ot all i f ant stic to their planet; it was 

closed to guests. After a number of rhetorical manipulations, 

Lamarians ce in convincine the Council of Syphes' 

ntentions. 

The United Army of nvades the closed Syphe. Many 

of the planet inh oe killed or died in evacuation, 

and only a few ships ooo to flee. They went to another 

gelexy. Syphe was c = ed, no indications of threat were 

Found. Manu years sı people mo longer remembered Syphe. 

Three hundred y 3'er, Syphes decide to come back and 

—onguer their offenders. 

Find celistic on facebook 

or visit our site 

www.celistic.com 
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